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Develop your
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The automotive industry has been facing a slowdown since the last 2 years, and
then came the coronavirus pandemic as a double whammy, that further declined
the growth. But the industry is expected to see a gradual and sustained recovery in
the coming months. As far as the total picture is concerned, the automobile sector
is likely to not face a demand problem but a probable supply problem. The
companies would face a manpower crunch and the present workforce has to follow
the social distancing norms.
Such kind of situation demands production companies to think and act
differently and look at the New Normal for achieving manufacturing excellence.
Adjusting operations, today, in real-time calls for a new approach to everything we
do, be it the products we manufacture, the processes we use, the safety measures we
follow, the technologies we deploy, the way we respond to market requirements, the
way we communicate, and most importantly the manner we manage workforce in
the current situation.
In this context, we are happy to announce the virtual International Automotive
Manufacturing Summit 2020, scheduled on 23 June. The Summit, with a focus on
“Manufacturing Excellence post-Lockdown”, will offer a platform to exchange ideas
around the impact of the pandemic, the current market dynamics & new technologies
on manufacturing operations and supply chains. It will bring together manufacturing
professionals and expert speakers to jointly pursue the necessary developments for
the entire automobile and auto-components manufacturing process chain.
Join us in to learn what others are doing and how you can develop your own
winning strategy in the current challenging times!
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Pankaj Dubey

PRESIDENT & CEO,
D’SPIN CONSULTING & FORMER CEO,
EICHER POLARIS

During the current pandemic, no one
had ever imagined that almost all citizens
across the world will have restricted
movement and be mostly confined to
their homes or that work from home
will become a reality. However, this
will be an integral part of the working
culture, even after we get over this
pandemic, & this may be relevant even
in manufacturing. However, the biggest
challenge before us now is to restart
the economy and move quickly toward
normal business. The learnings from
this current epidemic are immense and
one must look into the key elements.
Preparing and planning for change
is the key to success. The manufacturing
sector also needs to undergo a big
change, and teams have to play a big role
in the survival of the organisation and
therefore, the people.
I would like to highlight two
important areas to focus on for the
manufacturing world:
1. Flexibility in manufacturing
With the changing customer needs
and circumstances, we have to prepare
our manufacturing systems accordingly.
The type and quantity of products
manufactured should quickly respond
6
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“THE KEY ADVANTAGE
OF FLEXIBLE
MANUFACTURING IS IN
MANAGING RESOURCES”
to the changing market demand. We
have had issues in the past where fixed
manufacturing plans were made for
three months, and in some cases, even
six months & manufacturing had very
low flexibility. However, we have seen
automobile companies attempting to
manufacture health products during the
current pandemic, designing and making
complicated, highly technical ventilators.
Surely, most of the companies got
involved in making masks, safety
equipment and sanitisers, in the time of
need, instead of depending on imports
and the same helped the Indian economy.
The key advantage of flexible
manufacturing is in managing resources,
like time and effort, in order to
manufacture a new product, and at the
same time, switch over to an alternate
product on the same lines, with very low
or negligible time. This saves cost and
reduces the response time to changes in

market requirement. This is no more a
luxury but a need.
2. Lean management
The primary need for lean
management is to reduce waste in a
manufacturing system and at the same
time, maximise productivity. The
customer will value certain features of
the product in terms of what they would
pay for the product or service. Based on
market research, the management has
to figure out what adds value and what
doesn’t. Lean management system then
removes/reduces all that doesn’t add
value. This makes the product costcompetitive and thus, increases the
probability of customer demand.
Companies must analyse each stage of
the supply chain for waste. It is important
to identify ways to improve lead time.
They also need to be prepared for reduced
lead time for new jobs or products when
the demand arises or changes. Plus, lean
manufacturing works on a very thin
inventory and component inventory is
also kept at a bare minimum to make an
organisation extremely efficient to meet
the changing demands in market. This
keeps the customers happy and creates a
strong brand image of the organisation. ☐
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Bombardier Transportation extends successful partnership with QuEST Global

QuEST Global and Bombardier Transportation recently signed an agreement to extend their existing partnership in order
to strengthen their cooperation to further develop engineering capabilities for the rail market. The goal of this alliance is
to ensure future innovation as well as excellent delivery and project execution. Commenting on the partnership, Ajit
Prabhu, Chairman & CEO, QuEST Global, stated, “This partnership is a testament to our expertise in driving
transformational initiatives with our customer and long-term partner, Bombardier Transportation. Our capability in
converging mechanical, electronics & software technologies has helped our customers create their frontier by advancing
the way people live, work, travel and engage with each other. We look forward to helping Bombardier to enhance their
competitiveness in the rail domain.” Expressing his views on the extension, Danny Di Perna, President, Bombardier
Transportation, expressed, “Signing this agreement to extend our existing collaboration with QuEST Global is an
important step in providing world-class technical solutions to the global rail market. This extended strategic partnership
will give us additional access to great engineering talent for joint product development across the entire value chain.”

NTPC in pact with ONGC to set-up joint venture company

NTPC & Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to set up a
joint venture company for renewable energy business. The MoU will enable both companies to accelerate their
footprint in Renewable Energy (RE). The MoU was signed by A K Gupta, Director (Commercial), NTPC & Subhash
Kumar, Director (Finance) and In-charge Business Development and Joint Venture, ONGC. The MoU was signed on
virtual conferencing mode in presence of Gurdeep Singh, CMD, NTPC and Shashi Shanker, CMD, ONGC, along with
the other directors and officials of both the companies. As per the MoU, NTPC and ONGC will explore the setting up of
offshore wind and other renewable energy projects in India and overseas. They will also explore opportunities in fields
of sustainability, storage, e-mobility and ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) compliant projects. With this
tie-up, NTPC would accelerate its RE capacity addition program and also expand its footprint in offshore wind and
overseas RE projects. Also, this development will enhance the presence of ONGC in the renewable power business.

Taiwan Excellence holds ‘Taiwan Excellence Smart
Machinery’ online press conference
Taiwan Excellence recently held the ‘Taiwan Excellence Smart Machinery’ online
press conference with the aim to familiarise global buyers with Taiwanese Smart
Machinery. The conference showcased the companies’ products and solutions,
including precision components, digitally controlled machine tools, automation
equipment and smart controlling systems. A new concept, ‘Taiwan Excellence Smart
Machinery Virtual Pavilion’, was also launched at the conference, which displayed
60 innovative smart machinery products from 50 Taiwan Excellence brands. To add
to the experience, buyers could also check out the smart machinery products
anytime and anywhere. At a time when most physical exhibitions are being
postponed, digitalising the Taiwan Excellence Pavilion and usage of VR technique means buyers can virtually check products without graphic restrictions.
For countries like India, the e-conference aimed to bolster the image of Taiwan’s smart machinery industry as a major global supplier of machine tools,
equipment and key components. Also, in the current situation, as industries grapple with loss of migrant labour and in some cases, spread of the COVID-19
through human-to-human contact, the need for solutions to counter the absence of human supervision is very high. Taiwan’s automated smart machinery, with
zero human intervention, will play a vital role in both the scenarios.
Speaking about the conference, Walter Yeh, CEO & President, TAITRA, revealed, “The COVID-19 pandemic has shown the importance of industry
upgradation, automation and accelerated import-related solutions. We have demonstrated how Taiwan’s award-winning companies can assist by providing
innovative solutions to meet manufacturing demands in the post-pandemic era. These companies will become reliable partners in the global industry upgrade.
Taiwan Excellence will continue to present the best of Taiwanese technologies to the world even during these difficult times.”
Looking at a fresh start post pandemic, Guann-Jyh Lee, Deputy Director General, Bureau of Foreign Trade, MOEA, asserted, “Once the COVID-19
pandemic situation slowly starts stabilising, industries around the world will gradually resume their economic activities. They will need to deploy smart
manufacturing solutions to avert similar losses in the future. Taiwan can be the best choice for this industrial upgradation and to help revitalise the
manufacturing communities in the post pandemic period.”

EM | Jun 2020
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Critical Manufacturing partners with TCS to deliver modern MES

Critical Manufacturing recently announced a global consulting and services partnership with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS). Under the
agreement, TCS will offer global consulting, project development and implementation support services around Critical Manufacturing’s
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) for customers in the complex discrete industry, including the semiconductor, PCB manufacturing, medical
device, aerospace & defence and automotive segments. Speaking about scaling up of the product innovation and transformation initiative, Regu
Ayyaswamy, Global Head, IoT & Engineering Services, TCS, accentuated, “This partnership with Critical Manufacturing adds to our expanding
range of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and MES solutions that help our customers scale up and future-proof their global manufacturing
operations.” Talking about the partnership, Francisco Almada Lobo, CEO, Critical Manufacturing, expounded, “As our modern MES platform is
getting significant traction, we need to supplement our teams with partners having worldwide presence and a strong MES implementation practice.
TCS’s strong capabilities in both consulting and implementation services, along with a significant aftermarket offering, is ideal.”

CNC Software Inc releases Mastercam 2021
CNC Software Inc, developer of Mastercam, recently announced the release of Mastercam 2021. Mastercam 2021 increases
machining productivity and reduces overall production costs with faster and more flexible multiaxis improvements,
improvements in turning and turning-related applications, advances in speed, safety, and much more. Expressing views on
the advancements those have been made in direct response to the needs of the global manufacturing community, Meghan
West, President & CEO, Mastercam, explicated, “Mastercam is developed by listening to our users and creating solutions for
their problems. We adapt to changing needs to ensure that the customer experience is the best it can be as we continue to
innovate for improved automation, efficiency, connectivity and precision. From job set-up through job completion, you can
depend on our technology to empower productivity.” As more shops continue to rely on streamlined multiaxis cutting for single
set-up precision, Mastercam 2021 adds new techniques & strategies and expands the support for modelling chucks and
chuck jaws; the user can now define them by selecting a solid model. A new toolpath in Mastercam 2021, Advanced Drill, is a
customisable multi-segment drill cycle, and each segment of the drill cycle can be defined and customised.

CII releases Competition Law Compliance Manual for corporates
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) recently released the Competition Law Compliance Manual:
COVID–19, which contains guidelines for corporates to keep in mind while collaborating, to ensure continued
compliance with the Competition Law in the current crisis situation. CII stated, “The current COVID-19 crisis
has created unprecedented challenges in India and across the world. This impact of COVID-19 on the
functioning of the economy may prompt companies to collaborate with their competitors to tackle the
uncertainty and hardship faced. However, companies must note that antitrust laws continue to apply, and all
business decisions undertaken by companies must not fall foul of the provisions of Competition Act 2002.”
Currently, the Competition Act restricts various kinds of collaborative actions by corporates.
Businesses have been coming together to face the COVID situation and ensure unabated supplies of essentials. The Competition Commission of India has
issued an advisory to businesses that clarifies that only such conduct of businesses which is necessary and proportionate to address concerns arising
from COVID-19 will be considered. Businesses are cautioned not to take advantage of COVID-19 to contravene any of the provisions of the act.
Against the backdrop of the Competition Law and the CCI Business Advisory, CII has listed few guidelines for compliance by companies to ensure
they are on the right side of the law. Some of these include:
• For cooperation with competitors, there are principles to keep in mind for companies to understand what companies can do and cannot do to deal with
the current crisis from a competition law perspective, which includes, scope of the collaborations, detailed documentation, firewalling to prevent exchange
of CSI and ex ante review by legal counsel
• Dominant enterprises, which enjoy market power in particular, must ensure that their business activities do not in any way lead to an abuse or market
exploitation. They must accordingly refrain from limiting production, services or technical development, excessive pricing and bundling non-essential
products/services with essential services.
• Companies having market power in the manufacturing and sale of essential commodities must avoid entering into any exclusive distribution agreements
• Companies must carefully evaluate their business operations during the COVID-19 period, especially if their business operations might require close
collaboration with their competitors
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“Continuous innovation
and cooperation to grow
is crucial now”
… mentions Sridhar Dharmarajan, Executive Vice President &
Managing Director, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence, India and MSC
Software, Indo-Pacific, in his interview with Anvita Pillai. Herein, Dharmarjan
divulges into how they are helping form a sustainable future, how autonomous
solutions can be of help during the present crisis and more. Excerpts…
How does Hexagon technologies
shape the urban and production
ecosystem while ensuring a scalable
and sustainable future?

Manufacturing and urbanisation are moving forward leaps and bounds with the help of digital
transformation. Every industry has a unique set of priorities, like the automotive industry needs to
contend with the need for better design, easier handling, greater comfort, convenience, etc. Within
the manufacturing set-up, our production software solutions support production engineers and
technicians with a broad range of CAD and CAM softwares that enable users to produce quality
parts. Our design and engineering capabilities help reduce time and cost right at the design stage.

During this present COVID-19
crisis, where productions are
just starting again, do you think
autonomous solutions can help in
keeping productions running with
remote human monitoring? If so,
then how?

Given the challenges created by the COVID-19 crisis, a significant focus area for manufacturers is
undoubtedly to realign cost structures, sharpen productivity and strengthen capital efficiency. Until
now, there were no reliable solutions to retrofit existing machineries and OT data with connectivityenabled capabilities, but the Industry 4.0 framework enables this. It encompasses areas, such as
machine integration, edge/cloud computing, advanced visualisation, mobility solutions, enterprise
integration, ML/AI, etc. While nothing can replace the human touch in any factory to ensure that
it runs smoothly, autonomous solutions have a huge role to play. Therefore, this is undoubtedly a
good time for the industry to start implementing autonomous solutions.

Businesses are coming to a halt
due to the virus. What are the kind
of challenges faced by Hexagon
at present? What measures
is the company planning on
implementing to recover quickly,
once back in business?

The COVID-19 outbreak has created an unprecedented situation – extraordinary in terms of the
scale and global impact. Just like we are keen to get on with our business, our customers are
eager to restart work; the entire ecosystem wants to get back to work. Presently, we are putting in
place whatever measures we can to help our customers stay productive during this period. Like,
we put in place a work from home program to provide our customers with access to our software
at home to ensure business continuity, along with free access to our e-learning platform.

What are your plans to strengthen
your presence in India in the
coming years?

Over the last few years, the Indo-Pacific region has emerged as one of the fastest growing in the
world. We’ve been taking several measures to ensure higher engagement and support for our
customers in India, as they advance on their digitisation journey. In 2019, we signed an agreement
with the IITD AIA Foundation for Smart Manufacturing to evangelise smart manufacturing among
Indian MSMEs to help users, mainly from the SME sectors, to establish working prototypes of
their products using automation tools. Similarly, we announced our customer experience centre,
the first of its kind in India, to house a virtual test drive simulator. We have been stressing on the
importance of continuous innovation and cooperation to grow, and it is even more crucial now.
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“Sectors, like the
surveillance, show more
requirements for drones”
… says Pritam Sahu, Founder, Edall Systems, in this interview
with Juili Eklahare. He explains how the start-up is helping the
student community, the effect of the lockdown on drone orders,
the large cargo drone development it is working on and what are the
start-up’s long-term goals. Excerpts…

After graduation, you started training
individuals, students and researchers to
build drones, even as the job market was
tough in the aftermath of the Lehman crisis.
Now, with an even greater crisis hitting
us all (the coronavirus), are you doing
anything to help students and researchers?

To help the student community every year, we take interns, final year students or graduate
students for some of our projects, which involve elements from drone designing to
programming. We also conduct seminars on drones at colleges on request basis. As an
organisation, we have collaborated with some universities in the field of drone development.

How has the demand from government
bodies and research institutes, and also in
general, for drones been affected ever since
the lockdown in India and the spread of
the coronavirus? Have they become more
necessary in the current situation?

The lockdown has slowed down the demand for the field of infrastructure and
transportation, where most drones are used for aerial survey. The current orders received
in the field of development of drones, before the lockdown, are in progress. Some orders
were paused during the lockdown and we are expecting to resume work on them, now
that the lockdown is relaxed partially. Some sectors, like the surveillance, show more
requirements for drones and drone-based services in comparison to other sectors. Also,
drones are being used for sanitising corona-infected areas.

How successful has your company been
in extending its operation into the
commercial services area?

We provide services for various sectors in the government for infrastructure,
transportation, administrative department and town planning services. Now, we have
been providing our services to defence organisations, state governments, PSU and
large to small private companies all over India.

Can you tell us any new drone designs that
your company is working on, something
similar to Nayan, an 18 kg, heavy-duty drone,
with a wingspan of 3 m that can fly for three
to five hours, that your team designed?

We are working on a few new designs to meet the requirements of our customers from the
defence and civil sector, the field of cargo delivery, aerial mapping and surveillance. We have
developed and delivered drones with a payload capacity of up to 15 kg. Now, we are working
on a large cargo drone development with a payload capability from 2 kg to 20 kg, which can
fly for 15 minutes to one hour for application in fields, from agriculture to defence.

What are your long-term goals for Edall
Systems?

Our long-term goal is to be a potential UAV manufacturer in India, so that as a private
company, we can supply UAV/drones for our national requirements for the defence and
civil sectors and plus, be a part of government UAV development projects.
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Cyber diplomacy
– Security a priority?

– Anvita Pillai, Sub-editor & Correspondent
While India has had internet connection for a long time,
it was the ‘Digital India’ initiative that really led the country to
monopolise on data. Along with a growing monopoly, it also led
to increasing cyberattacks over the years. In its first quarter of
reports of 2020, Fortinet mentioned India had a 17% increase
in cyberattacks. February then had a 52% hike, which further
increased to an alarming 131% in March compared to the
corresponding period in 2019.
With the lockdown being announced, thanks to digitalisation,
everything, right from refilling of groceries to diplomatic
meetings, has been happening uninterrupted. While no one
minds the seamless flow of information and communication, the
country’s exposure to cybercrime has been unattended. India is
amongst the top five countries to be targeted by cybercriminals
due to its inability to consider cybersecurity as a prime part
of technological infrastructures and lack of liable cyber laws in
place. For example, applications like Zoom, where its usage
blew up immensely since the lockdown, had dubious privacy
policies which were not paid heed to in India until a cautionary
was issued by the FBI for its US users.
Now, with the additional unpreparedness of the lockdown and
the sudden shift outside office firewalls has given more room to
cybercriminals for exfiltration of data and compromise business
operations. Having patched-up, up-to-date VPN services for
protection against phishing emails wouldn’t just be enough to
protect companies. Organisations should now be all the more
prepared to protect its data. The salient aspects for a securer
infrastructure are – one, the desperate need for change in
EM | Jun 2020

mentality. Organisations need to start considering cybersecurity
as an investment rather than an added cost. There is also a need
for basic education at the grassroot level on how employees can
beware of malwares and how and where they can report it, in
case they detect a threat, since they are outside their workspace
firewall. Two, there is a need for investment in innovation and
change in government regulations. The government needs to
make stricter data protection laws, which not just give basic
protection from data theft but also impose strong cyber-secure
infrastructure as a mandate for organisations. The data protection
laws need to instil systems in place which hold organisations liable
for malicious cyber activities. If need be, we can always learn from
the secure data laws that are in place in countries like in the US
and Europe. For example, Facebook Inc had to pay a recordbreaking $5 billion penalty and submit new restrictions and a
modified corporate structure as punishment for breaching a 2012
Federal Trade Commission order and deceiving its users about
their ability to control the privacy of their personal information.
In the times to come, the government would need to impose
bank like auditing systems for organisations, wherein external
IS/IT auditors, with a set of review policies and compliance,
document everything, right from organisations’ security policy to
outsourcing policy to data integrity. While only 51% of Indians
have a digital banking set-up, 90% have their Aadhar card data
on the internet, which has had third part leaks and data misuse
even though UIDAI mentions otherwise. Quick upgradation to a
secure technological infrastructure and compliant auditing laws,
which hold organisations liable for breach, is the only way to
ensure a secure cyber space and data safety.
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LEAN UPGRADATION 2020-21:

Accelerating towards digitalisation
& micro automation

Lean has been a way of management to run manufacturing shop floors for decades
now. With progressing time & technology, the manufacturing industry has seen a vast
shift from Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0 and now, is accelerating towards Industry 5.0 –
a set-up where smart machines would be interconnected via IIoT. The Cover Story
implicates the nuances of lean implementation, the impact of
modern customers & technologies, readiness of Indian
industries for Industry 5.0 and the pivotal impact & changes
Raghavendra Rao,
Chief Executive Officer,
Kaizen
Hansei LLP
COVID-19 is set to bring to Indian manufacturing shop floors.
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Crowded assembly lines and workers operating
in close quarters will be a thing of the past. Work
reallocation may happen to ensure this compliance.

Lean starts and ends with customers. It starts with customer
value definition and culminates into successful delivery of the
same. As technologies advance, so does the customer experience
and hence, their aspiration. Expecting more and more is a
healthy addiction and that keeps setting the benchmark higher
and higher for all. Therefore, we have seen customers get more
and more demanding, needing more variety, tighter
specification, superior quality (performance & looks), enhanced
life and have increasingly competitive values.
A lean and mean supply chain organisation is the one that
can breathe with fluctuating demands. Time from order taking
to order delivery is key; shorter the time, leaner the organisation,
making it more reactive, more flexible and generally more
sustainable & profitable. Industries have evolved through
Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0 and now, have set their sights on
Industry 5.0 (wherein, enterprise-wide smart and intelligent
machines would be connected via IIoT, involving liberal
amounts of AI, deep learning and predictive decision-making).
Sounds utopic? Imagine how IoT as a concept may have sounded
as a possibility in the early 90s. Speed to market has become key
(without compromising on other parameters), be it raw material
supply or within the shop floor or from the factory to the points
of sale. Higher the ‘velocity’ in any of these three constituents of
the supply chain, more is the accrual of benefits. This reduction
in lead times, without adversely impacting customer experience,
forms the bedrock of benefits for lean.

Benefits of higher velocity
There is a need to carry lower inventory, as provisions for
inventory have to be normally made for much fewer days. If
manufacturing can guarantee products to its customers in a
reduced manufacturing lead time (say), not only can buffer
inventory be reduced (which also simplifies the supply chain
inventory planning complexity) but also marketing can enhance
its forecast accuracy by having to forecast for shorter durations.
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In turn, this would reduce disruptions on the shop floor by
condensed unplanned changeovers or reduce the inventories/
buffer stock carried in the FG store/supermarket. This will
further cut down on the RM stock that needs to be carried and
also have a positive impact on the credibility of schedules given
to suppliers. The waste by the way of ‘insurance buffer and
insurance time’, on account of unplanned and disruptive
variability, takes a dip. The water in the proverbial river goes
down, exposing the rocks that need to be dealt with, post which
the ‘value chain’ river can be safely and comfortably navigated
even at lower water levels (inventory).
Differentiation possibilities start from here and many
companies have started to do so. Let us examine elements of lean
implementation and see what impact modern customers and
technologies have brought.
1. Customers have started to expect to be pampered - A win-win
for both, the customer and company. The entire supply chain
then adapts, upgrades and caters to this pampering.
• A leading IT hardware manufacturer down south has been
allowing customers to configure, choose and order their
computers online. Consequently, their production
planning and scheduling systems are extremely agile to
ensure that such orders are shipped within a day, post
production/assembly. They follow a strict make/assemble
to order philosophy and have been extremely effective
while doing this.
• During a temporary phase of low growth, a two-wheeler
manufacturer in South India, enjoying a legendary brand
status, innovated brilliantly by launching a slew of variants of
their bikes and thus, stimulated the imagination of not only
their die hard fans but also that of many other bikers, who
shifted loyalties. Of late, the company has started to offer
custom-made bikes, where customers can choose some basic
configuration options. The innovativeness keeps extending.
• A popular car manufacturer innovated an electric car that
promises a quantum mileage between recharge (needless to
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say, all component manufacturers have rapidly adopted to
affect this innovation)
• The leanness and flexibility that is built into modern
e-commerce supply chains, wherein not only is AI and
Machine Learning (ML) used to wow clients when they log
on, but the back-end supply chain is super efficiently managed
to deliver items in as quick as two hours from order placement
• Steel companies innovating their retail distribution is yet
another example
2. Production planning - Closely interlinked with the above is the
next in line-associated function, that of production planning.
• Complicated S&OP optimisation models are used to ensure
maximum On Time in Full (OTIF) and customer satisfaction
• Cost optimisation models further fine-tune the effectiveness
of the planning process
• It must be admitted that there appeared to be a scope for
improvement in Indian supply chains to reduce the need for
manual planning by digital solutions and/or supermarkets (or
a mix thereof). SAP has held mainstay here.
• Physical effort has given way to digital convenience in this
function. Speed, ease of navigating complexity and more
satisfied customers are the net result.
3. Lean in the shop floor – Lean in shop floor remains largely the
same, albeit with the incorporation of technological changes,
intending to enhance productivity, reliability, reduce stress levels
and improve customer serviceability.
• The degree of use of technologically superior robots in
favourable industries, such as automobiles, has increased and
also been deployed into additional application areas
• Cobots are being tested for use and being used in a few cases,
mainly for functions such as application of sealants, go-no-go
tests requiring pick & place & for material handling activities
i. Cobots were also being tested on a component assembly
line of the machine shop of a leading automotive
manufacturer, replacing the role of men in picking and
placing. The experiment is in the stage of resolving teething
problems; but if successful, it would be one more case of
robots (cobots) replacing men.
• Operator/line level entry of production, time and loss data is
being rapidly adopted to replace the earlier systems (in
progressive organisations), wherein data is collected at the
shop floor and entered once in a day by someone offline
i. Line sampling quality inspection data is increasingly getting
fed/entered from the proximity of the line itself, using
quality inspection stations and trained authorised logins
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• Real-time data captured by machines is now being enhanced
to incorporate automatic codification, such as to measure
losses due to line/machine stoppages and thus, to autogenerate OEE reports
• Digital dashboards are being increasingly engaged to give an
operating level bird’s eye view of the plant operation.
Elsewhere, these are also called war rooms and are manned by
instrumentation experts (something like the one one sees in
refineries, etc). In most cases, this results in some sort of a
feedback on sight of unwelcomed deviation (either over the
phone, or open loop or closed loop).
• Telephone/SMS alerts on machine condition and machine
stoppages have become a routine. Automation of the alerting
process exists in a few cases, with no need for manual
intervention.
• Ergonomic studies are being increasingly indulged in to
measure worker stress and thus, evolve superior and more
healthy work methods
• Enhanced focus on the safety and health of workers is finding
more and more prominence amongst managements. Metrics
to measure this forms a part of the regular monitoring
process. To reiterate, it is not that this was not considered
important in the past; rather, it is to say that, the same is now
being considered very seriously and also includes the wellbeing of contract labours in most cases.
4. Efficient process & streamlined operations – Suppliers have
generally benefitted directly/indirectly on account of lean
adoption in customer value chains, resulting in more efficient
processes and streamlined operations. This is particularly true
for the established OEMs and good tier 1 suppliers. The same
cannot be said for tier 2 suppliers and MSME organisations,
where though improvement and upgradation would have
happened, what is not clear is if it is keeping pace with the
progress at the OEMs (with respect to good manufacturing
practices, automation, safety, etc).

Lean impact & Industry 5.0
Thus, if one were to highlight the one aspect that is positively
impacting lean adoption, it is digitisation, followed by what can
be called micro automation (or solution-based automation). The
other stages of lean, viz. eliminating/reducing waste, implementing
flow, stabilising the processes, implementing pull, etc will
continue to be increasingly adopted at a normal pace (and most
of the established companies have done an appreciable job at
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Industry 5.0 would entail investment
in smart IIoT based connected
machines across enterprises

this). The question remains how successfully will Indian
companies be revved up for the concepts of IIoT and then
Industry 5.0. How intensely will the Indian industries be able to
feasibly invest in IIoT and smart machines (connected to the
cloud, uploading of data in real-time on the cloud, predictive
analytics, etc)? And finally, the move on to Industry 5.0 remains
to be seen. Industry 5.0 would entail investment in smart
IIoT-based connected machines across enterprises.
What remains to be seen is the nature of trade-offs that will
get considered and how managements will resolve the costbenefit issues within the decision-making process (given the fact
that we continue to be and portray ourselves as a low-cost
manufacturing destination). Hence, the ROIs of a grand
investment in automation in India may not prove as feasible as it
otherwise would in developed economies.

After-effects of COVID-19:
Short-term & long-term
Before concluding, it would be incomplete if one does not
consider the likely impact of the present COVID-19 scenario and
mull over the short-term and long-term repercussions. In the
short-term, though demand has been suppressed and factories
have started to open up, it will take some time to get over the
restrictions imposed on factories. However, one can see aspects of
COVID-19 compliances having the potential to redefine some
aspects of how we see ‘necessary’ and ‘unnecessary’.
• Social distancing norms, sanitisation requirements and
generally the paraphernalia associated with having to
manage the infection threat, will force organisations to
operate with less. This would push for automation of simple
jobs that would otherwise have been done manually. Hence,
one could see material handling jobs (end-of-line or
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otherwise) being automated. Dependency on contract
labours will be reviewed for reduction.
• Crowded assembly lines and workers operating in close
quarters will be a thing of the past. Work reallocation may
happen to ensure this compliance.
• Productivity will get compromised on account of
compliances to COVID-19 requirements. To offset this,
factories operating in single or two shifts will consider
operating in two or three shifts. Capacity redefinition may
happen in many factories (on account of the above) until
such a time that automation happens (or any alternative
compliant solution is implemented).
• Hygiene will go to a whole new level, which is a positive
long-term impact. Once enforced in factories, it can be
hoped that its effect will continue to be felt even at the
employees’ homes.
• One may see factories increasing the allocation/production
of factories in areas that are less affected by COVID-19, as
compared to the ones that are more severely impacted (say,
the ones that lie in urban areas)
• There may be additional turnaround time for trucks,
owing to clearance of drivers/cleaners and sanitisation of
trucks, etc
• Travel time of goods may also increase, in case of delays due
to COVID -19 checks — to the extent that buffer stock may
have to be increased
In conclusion, as we prepare to restart from where we left off,
the silver lining in the dark cloud that has passed (hopefully)
holds out the potential to redefine the assumptions of lean that we
have been used to. The assumptions of value-added, non-value
added and essential non-value added will undergo a change in
classification. A bit of what was acceptable in the past, may not be
so going forward and vice versa. ☐
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MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW

“In every crisis there
certainly is an opportunity”
….mentions U C Dosi, Chief of General Manager – Production, Jindal Aluminium Limited
(JAL), in his interview with Anvita Pillai. In this confab, he elaborates on the impact of
digitalisation on their manufacturing facilities, the ‘new normal’ for the shop floor, plan of action
for quick revival, their inclinations to the ‘Make in India’ movement and more. Excerpts…

What are the manufacturing capacities of JAL at present
like? How would you say the company has evolved over
the years? How much of a key role does digitalisation/
IoT have in it?
JAL had a ₹30 billion ($435 mn) turnover and a production
of above 1.25 lac ton in the FY 2019-20. At present, we are
amongst the leaders in aluminium extrusion and aluminium
flat-rolled products in India. As far as digitalisation is
concerned, the company has been unceasingly augmenting
its manufacturing facilities and is open to new prospects.
Metal manufacturers are paying close attention to the
process of smart manufacturing presented by the Internet
of Things (IoT). A revolution has been stirring by modifying
metal forming processes from analogue to digital by making
use of servo press systems and IT technologies for refining
the worth of the mass production
manufacturing techniques. These
innovations to smart metal
forming by utilising servo press
and IoT plays a key role in the
aluminium
manufacturing
and improves formability
and
product
accuracy.
Furthermore, ingenuities such
as process visualisation by
making use of dieembedded
sensors
and data
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management with IoT are also being reviewed for prospection to
the smart manufacturing system. These digital tools are all set to
transform the way buying and selling of the metal take place.
How has the COVID-19 pandemic changed the shop floor
situation in your organisation?
The on-going global pandemic has impacted every segment of
the industry. With almost all the segments having fallen prey
to the uncertain impacts of COVID-19, the Indian aluminium
sector is responding to the ongoing crisis by bracing itself for
the impacts. In order to withstand the company’s operations,
we have started our plants with limited capacity and are trying
to abide by whatever orders are coming our way. We have also
abridged the production to match lower demand. The optimistic
and favourable steps taken by the government by deregulating
various areas of the economy are all set to improve the ease of
doing business. These positive measures will surely become a
catalyst for turning this crisis into a tremendous opportunity for
the overall aluminium industry.
The present lockdown has certainly brought in a set of losses
for manufacturing industries. What plan of action does JAL
plan on implementing to have a quick revival?
The overall aluminium demand has sharply condensed as
compared to the normal conditions, and many of our customers
have curtailed/stopped their production, too. JAL has been
focused on safeguarding people, society and resources at large.
The fiscal impact of the lockdown is inevitable, but the same
can be recovered once the business and industry come out of
this temporary phase. Taking into consideration the fact that
downstream production has been comparatively in line with the
demand, we have looked at making ourselves more economical by
condensing our processing costs and bringing-in competencies
in manufacturing at a lower scale. We believe, that in every
crisis there certainly is an opportunity. We are anticipating the
government to take steps for increasing aluminium consumption
in the country, so that downstream aluminium manufacturers
can grow and thereby, boost the aluminium industry in India.
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Associated with Jindal
Aluminium from the last 46
years, U C Dosi is a 1972
batch graduate and Alumni
of Malaviya National
Institute of Technology
(MNIT), Jaipur. Currently,
he is overlooking operations
as the Chief of General
Manager for the company.

What is the ‘new normal’ that JAL plans on adopting once manufacturers, there is a massive scope for aluminium usage in
lockdown opens fully? How do you plan on keeping employee packaging and transport that can be produced by the downstream
health on priority?
aluminium sector. There is a tremendous potential in serving the
The health and safety of employees have always been a paramount prerequisites of the upcoming defence manufacturers by domestic
priority for the company. Even amidst such global distress, aluminium extrusions and rolled product manufacturers.
JAL has been striving hard to stabilise the accountabilities
with appropriate safety measures to safeguard health of our You have been quite vocal about your commitment to provide
employees and the well-being of the society at large. With the clean energy to the society. In what ways does JAL practise
implementation of Unlock 1.0, the SOPs
sustainable manufacturing?
are laid down based on local and central
JAL is committed to the efficient
government guidelines, which have been
management of all the wastewater that is
a dependable framework for us. Along
generated at the facility. Through wideIF WE TWEAK OUR STRATEGIES,
with ramping up stringent hygiene and
ranging R&D activities, the company has
laying safety standards that follow global
identified various wastes that could be
THE ‘MAKE IN INDIA’ LION CAN
guidelines, we are conducting thermal
recycled as productive inputs. Wastewater
CERTAINLY BE THE KING
temperature check at all entry and exit
generated in our entire campus is
locations, routinely sanitising surface
channelled to the sewage treatment plant
areas, abiding by social distancing norms,
which is installed in the campus for
distributed face mask & gloves among our employees and have further treatment. The company has adapted the ‘three R’ strategy
placed hand sanitisers at various points. Additionally, we have – reduce, recycle and reuse – to showcase our commitment to
also tied-up with a local hospital to report any symptomatic promote sustainability in manufacturing processes.
situation, thus averting the transmission of infection.
JAL has also invested in renewable energy with an
The PM has now asked to make the ‘Make in India’ movement underlying mission of sustainability. How do you think
aggressive in the country as it can bring in massive every manufacturing set-up in India can contribute to a
opportunities. In what ways does JAL plan on contributing greener and sustainable future?
to this movement?
The global pandemic has imparted us with a next step lesson that
In order to create massive opportunities from the ‘Make in India’ is to shift from sustainability to self-sustainability. Contributing
campaign, it is necessary to create an environment for domestic towards a sustainable future is a collective responsibility, and
manufacturing; we must guarantee that Indian innovation is for businesses to work in that direction, it is vital to restore all
attracting global investment. It is important to ensure that our the natural resources that are harnessed from nature. It is the
local talent does not migrate overseas but is headhunted at home ‘sustainability’ in manufacturing practices that will allow minimal
and our valuable natural resources are value-added at home. If usage of natural resources and thus, will facilitate in entailing
we tweak our strategies to get this right, the ‘Make in India’ lion condensed pollution levels and measured emissions as they
can certainly be the king. Right from the inception, JAL has been progress. Realising this, JAL has invested in renewable energy and
vocal about its inclination towards making use of local produce. has a capacity to generate 55 MW of wind power and 10 MW of
The majority of our supplies are sourced nationwide and we solar power, which is more than our power requirements. Excess
engage mostly with the local suppliers. Further, to encourage local power is transmitted to the grid for use by the government. ☐
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SPEAKER COLUMN IAMS

Revamping to current needs:
Analysing the automotive sector

post-COVID

T he manufacturing industry, specifically the automotive
manufacturing, has been amongst the most affected sectors at
present due to COVID-19. The recovery from the effect of the
pandemic will majorly be demand-driven. All OEMs are equipped
to produce as per the demand of the market. However, in the
current scenario, an automobile purchase may be amongst the last
priority for any customer. Even in the prevailing uncertain times,
Maruti Suzuki retailed around 18,000 vehicles in the month of
May. This can be considered as a positive sign that the customers
are willing to buy. Besides, the idea of travelling in a ‘private
vehicle to work being the safest option’ might push the demand
once the economy starts to stabilise. Additionally, with the air on
the BS VI settling and the government taking a stand on no
registrations of BS IV taking place, it has reduced the dilemma in
the minds of the customers.
The industry needs to open up/widen its perspective of selling
and making cars. Purchasing a car, which was already driven by an
online medium, now with the impact of coronavirus, will further
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Executive Advisor,
Maruti Suzuki India and Chairman,
International Automotive
Manufacturing Summit

increase. Customers now, if at all step into the showroom, will come
with a prepared mind on which model and what variant they want.
Our internal study demonstrates, out of the 28 touch points that
existed in the pre-COVID era, 21 are already being done digitally.
Similarly, on the manufacturing end, we expect multiple changes.
OEMs may have to work aggressively on making lines agile, digitalise
shop floor and multi-skill one’s workforce. The complete value chain
needs to be revamped, as per the current needs. The inventory
management may also see a rapid shift towards increased inventory
keeping by the entire industry.
The automotive industry is already quite digitised. The assembly
lines are equipped with the necessary fool proofing, automated
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inventory management and communication between different systems
to produce the car. Without these in place, the industry would not
have been able to produce 100+ variants of a single car with utmost
quality. The key to industry upgradation is multi-skilling of the
associates. They need to be agile just like their systems and should
be able to work and align as per the new industry normal. Also, with
the ever-changing technologies in the auto industry, reskilling is a
must. Upskilling is essential in the current scenario, too, as we are
really unsure of the number of people being present on any given day
due to issue of containment zones. Given the volatile scenario, an
associate would not know on which station or which process he/she
would be working on any given day and should be ready for any type
of change. Upskilling needs to be done on the job. The industry
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norms for multi-skilling used to be ‘one process ahead of his/her
process and one process before’, but now, the multi-skilling should
be at least ‘three stations ahead & three stations before’.
The silver lining from the present situation for the industry is the
consolidation of the industry, which will improve the quality levels
and allow fresh ideas to come in. Also, the impetus on making India
‘Atmanirbhar’/self-reliant by the Indian government will enable a lot
of home-grown industries to prosper. Even though EV has reduced
the entry barrier for the auto industry for a fresh entrant, we will be
seeing a lot of new entrants in this industry. Also, India, which was
an alternative to China till now, will become a major choice for a
majority of the foreign players. ☐
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Manufacturing Operations

COVID-19

post
– from survival to revival
The COVID-19 pandemic had, not very long ago, brought businesses and daily human undertakings
around the world to a halt, and this is still partly the case. It has affected the manufacturing sector due to
lockdowns across numerous countries worldwide, including India. While some businesses have started
functioning partially and now that the lockdown has been moderately lifted, it’s time for the industry to
figure out how to get back on track and how businesses can make it out there in the current pandemic
that still lingers about us. Keeping this in mind, EM magazine recently organised a webinar on
‘Manufacturing Operations post-COVID-19 – from survival to revival’, in association with Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence India. The webinar brought to light the approach
towards deployment of advanced technologies in the current situation, why
Juili Eklahare
there is a need to go slow, how demand is of prime importance right now
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
and how people will have to find a new way of doing things.
Ever since the coronavirus has hit the world, it has affected
almost every business one can think of, including the
manufacturing industry. It has seriously disrupted both, the
demand behaviour as well as the supply and competence of
companies to deliver goods. It has put manufacturers across the
country in quite a fix due to the lockdown. But now that the
lockdown has been partially lifted, businesses have to go back to
work again and the industry has to start functioning normally,
too. And that would be the real test – about reviving and going
back to functioning sturdily. In this context, EM magazine
recently organised a webinar on ‘Manufacturing operations postCOVID-19 – from survival to revival’, in association with
Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence India, which discussed the
industry surviving and reviving post-COVID-19 pandemic, how
staying viable in the next one to two years is going to be more
important and how we have to do more and more digital.
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Value skills even more
The webinar kick-started with the guest address by
Chandrakant Salunkhe, Founder & President, SME Chamber of
India. Salunkhe averred that without survival, the industry
cannot revive. “COVID-19 has given us a good educational
system, because at home, we have to think of the future. Because
most MSMEs are not planning for the future and are not putting
efforts into what they will do if something happens tomorrow,”
he told the viewers. He also said that some subsidy should be
provided to the industry so that manufacturing can survive and
labour laws need to be withdrawn for at least two years.
This was followed by the next guest address by Vijay
Kalra, Head – Mahindra Institute of Quality and Former
Chief of Manufacturing Operations, Mahindra & Mahindra.
Kalra asserted that when we restart, layout may require
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Jitkar in conversation with the
panellists during the panel discussion
on ‘Manufacturing operations postCOVID-19 – from survival to revival’

change because of social distancing and it makes a huge
difference if rhythm is lost. “There is a need to go slow, or else
we can suffer,” he cited and added, “Value skill even more. It’s
very important to communicate adult-to-adult. These are the
things that will make it or break it.”

Choose to be innovators
Up next, Sridhar Dharmarajan, Executive Vice President &
Managing Director, Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence
India and MSC Software, Indo Pacific, gave a technology
presentation on ‘Reinvention thanks to disruption: New
manufacturing practices in the post-COVID era’. Dharmarajan
divulged that India is in a good shape to recover and things
aren’t going to be the same. “We need to redefine the customer
– he might be changing, so prepare your workforce for the new
world and strengthen capital efficiency,” he informed and
continued, “Also, growth doesn’t have to be at the expense of
the planet and we need to see how we can boost the
sustainability factor as well. Let’s choose to be innovators.”
It was then soon time for the most awaited part of the
webinar – the panel discussion on ‘Manufacturing operations
post-COVID-19 – from survival to revival’. This discussion
was moderated by Shekhar Jitkar, Chief Editor, EM and A&D
India. The esteemed panellists were Indradev Babu, Managing
Director, UCAM & President, IMTMA; T K Ramesh,
Managing Director & CEO, Micromatic Machine Tools;
Shailesh Sheth, Corporate Advisor & Past President, IMTMA;
Dharmarajan; Sonali Kulkarni, President & CEO, Fanuc India
and Ravi Raghavan, Managing Director, BFW. The panellists
deliberated on the short-term and long-term implications of
COVID-19, the immediate actionable growth strategies and
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the approach towards deployment of advanced technologies
in the current situation.

Live, learn and progress with COVID-19
Jitkar directed his first question at Ramesh, asking him
what would be the short-term and long-term consequences of
the COVID-19 pandemic and what would be the challenges
that manufacturers would be facing in the coming months. To
this, Ramesh responded that demand is of prime importance
right now. “The short-term is about getting used to the fact
that there’s a routine to get back to. The long-term will perhaps
be March 31, 2021,” he explained and went on, “The new
normal will perhaps get way into the second half of this year in
the picture. We’re all in the storm in different boats and we
need to know which boat we are in.”
The same question was posed to Babu, who returned that we
need to look at ways and means to sustain. “Long-term is about
being innovative in all your aspects of moving forward,” he
elucidated and continued, “The dynamics are changing and we
need to adopt each month. We’ll have to live, learn & progress
with COVID-19 and it’s not going away anytime soon.”

Understand what the customers need
Jitkar then turned his next question to Raghavan, asking
that since they have started partially recently, what would be
the new normal for best practices going forward in the
manufacturing sector. Raghavan clarified that it’s like a race
without a finishing line; so, we don’t know when and how it’s
going to end. He explicated, “I don’t think there would be any
standards or practices that would be relevant to everybody. So,
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at this point, I am trying to understand what I am good at and
weak at and see how I can get away from those weaknesses and
practise something that I am not into. It’s going to be a
combination of managing social distancing and at the same
time, being very productive. People will have to find a new way
of doing things – so, even some things that look interesting
today may not look interesting tomorrow. Plus, we will go for
something that’s cost-effective.”
Likewise, Fanuc had started their operations partially,
hence, the same question being asked to Kulkarni as Raghavan.
Throwing light on this, Kulkarni expounded that even though
we talk confidently, we are still swimming in the dark. “But we
believe that if you have conviction, you should play for the
long-term and try to understand what the customers need,”
she put across and continued, “We should listen, learn and of
course, there is no question about following government-set
norms. We should work towards being meaningful and have
to experiment and keep progressing.”

in that. “This may help companies to move into value creation
through digitisation in a much faster way,” he said and continued,
“People will think of different ways of doing it and I think, that
is going to bring the big change in the way it is going to happen.”
Coming to why people should do it, Raghavan asserted that
the way they will look at it will be more sensible now. He cited,
“They will also innovate ways to adopt this. Plus, the dependence
on labour is now going to be more and more difficult – we can’t
be so open anymore that people are easily available and get
anybody & use them. So, automation will be used there to be
more reliable to their customers. The premium will be on the
reliability of the whole supply chain and not just the product.
Companies that will have a strong relation with the customer,
but also with the supply partners, will succeed. And that’s where
digitisation will help. We’ll find newer views and applications of
digitisation; the same vanilla application will not work.”

Do more and more digital

Jitkar put his next question to Sheth, who has been a veteran
in the industry and has seen the ups and downs in it for a long
time. Jitkar asked that what should be the attribute for
navigating the industry post the pandemic. To this, Sheth
highlighted that in the next one to two years, staying viable is
going to be more important.
“A lot of things will have to come back to the table for
discussion,” Sheth went on to explain and averred, “You have to
do some out-of-the-box thinking to see how you want to manage
your enterprise. Do not treat your past success as a certificate for
your future success. Being flexible is a very important mantra to
follow. Moreover, changes are happening very fast, which means
that your response has to be equally fast or faster. One should
make his/her organisation agile enough to respond to that
change in a rapid manner.”
To this, Ramesh aptly added, “It’s about staying alive to fight
another day. And, this is where I believe that not the government
or anybody else makes the changes, but we have to do something
about it. At the end of the day, whatever has to be made has to be
consumed. Now, where is consumption going to happen?
Consumption is going to happen where there are people. Yes,
this movement has been happening eastward and people are in
the east. There are markets & people here, and that is the longterm strength we will have after survival. What’s more, you need
to understand where your competitive advantage is. And in case
someone is confused about what their competitive advantage is,
these hard times will make it very clear to them about what it is.
Then they really need to build on it and make full use of it.”

Turning the focus to emerging technologies, Jitkar shot
his next question at Dharmarajan, asking him that while
emerging technologies will definitely play a role in helping
the industry to come out of the current situation, what exactly
would that role be in continuing businesses with the same
efficiency and profitability as before. Plus, what should be the
approach towards deployment of these advanced technologies
in the current situation?
“We have to wait and watch where we are,” Dharmarajan
responded and went on, “We seem to be growing, but at a
much smaller space. We have to do more and more digital –
there has to be a digital transformation in the company. Also,
the whole plant has to be connected. I would say that Industry
4.0 and smart connected manufacturing is the way to go. And
today, we have the technology, hardware, software and people
with the knowledge available to really implement some of
these technologies. So, I think COVID-19 is really accelerating
all the companies out there to adopt Industry 4.0.”
Taking up another aspect on technologies, Jitkar then
turned to Raghavan again, mentioning that while adopting
or investing in new technologies, any manufacturer might
think that demand being less, why should he/she invest in
automation technology or digitalisation technology. So,
what should be the approach towards these technologies?
To this, Raghavan responded that people were into digital in
some form or the other but they did not see much of an incentive
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Being flexible – an important mantra
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The panellists deliberated on
the short-term and long-term
implications of COVID-19, the
immediate actionable growth
strategies and the approach
towards deployment of advanced
technologies in the current situation

Ramesh went on to explain, “Use of technology and
digitisation needs to happen, and people are beginning to
realise it. From organisations to individuals creating value, the
ability of individuals to connect, being away and creating value
– these are the mindset & behavioural changes that we really
need to bring about. For example, if a customer has a problem,
then somebody gets on a plane or in a car and rushes there to
make sure he/she supports the customer. There is a cost of a
person coming, a loss of time, etc. By these digitisation tools,
that could be saved. So, perhaps COVID is going to reposition
and help us and our customers look at it.”

Turning disruption into an opportunity
Jitkar put his final question to Kulkarni, asking her that what
could be the road ahead to turn this disruption into an opportunity
for India so as to emerge as a manufacturing destination for the
world and for succeeding in the ‘Make in India’ movement.
Kulkarni answered that the road ahead, indeed, can be very
promising. “We can be the next manufacturing destination and it
is up to us – the players. We will need to return to fundamental
principles and be flexible,” she averred and added, “The number
one thing that will help us succeed is hunger & focus.”
This brought the panel discussion to a close, with Jitkar
giving his final remarks. He observed, “I am sure, going forward,
we will definitely come out of this situation. The countries that
are suffering have suffered the most, in comparison to India. So,
hopefully, we’ll have the chance to make our country the world
destination for manufacturing, with government support and as
well as the industry’s own efforts.”
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Votes at the polls
The webinar also conducted three polls. The first poll
addressed the question – Do you think the ₹20 lakh crore
stimulus package announced recently by our PM will give an
immediate boost to the Indian economy? To this, the poll
received a response, where 61% of the audience agreed that, yes,
it would, while 39% responded in the negative.
The second poll raised the question – Do you think India
has an opportunity to emerge as a manufacturing destination
for the world and boost the ‘Make in India’ movement? The
result to this poll was 95% of the audience voting in the positive,
while 5% begged to differ.
The final poll of the webinar put across the question – How
do you think the current situation will affect the adoption of
advanced technologies, like digitalisation in manufacturing, to
which the options were – ‘adoption of advanced technologies
will increase’ & ‘adoption of advanced technologies will
decrease’. This poll saw a result, where 96% chose the former
option, while 4% chose the latter.

Do not let the crisis go to waste
The webinar put across that things are unquestionably
going to be different in the industry from what they used to be
before the COVID-19 crisis arose. While it has set the industry
quite a few steps back, businesses have to now look at the
situation from a different perspective, set the right priorities,
think innovatively and make the most out of this crisis, without
letting it go to waste. ☐
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Status quo & opportunities in
aerospace manufacturing
While the world is making amends with COVID-19, various manufacturing sectors are
still trying to recover from its impact. The global aerospace and defence industry are
not averse to this situation, but the measures implemented are not enough for the
timely recovery. The article analyses the underlying facets that
might affect the future air traffic growth trajectory and how
P Sharadhi Chandra Babu,
Chief Executive Officer,
Axiscades
technology and data can help companies recover speedily.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues around the world,
many global aerospace and defence industry companies are
feeling the impact during this uncertain time. In commercial
aviation, companies are experiencing disruption in production
and slowing demand as workers go home, passengers stop
travelling and customers defer delivery of new aircraft.
Demand for spare parts is also down since less maintenance is
currently required. Aircraft manufacturers are capital
intensive by nature, thus raising short-term concerns about
cash flow and liquidity. On the defence side, contractors are
better positioned since they will not feel the impact of
COVID-19 in the short to mid-term. While production may
slow down for the same reasons as in aircraft manufacturing,
demand over the next two years is unlikely to be affected since
budgets for these projects had been allocated prior to the
pandemic and they are critical to national defence.
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Facets affecting air traffic growth
The aerospace industry is broad, complex and deeply tiered,
and at the bottom, it depends on thousands of small suppliers,
often referred to as tier 3 & 4, many of which are privately
owned. Although the industry has been through many crises –
economic shocks, wars, the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks, SARS, self-induced program delays, etc – the impact of
COVID-19 will be more severe and extensive than any previous
downturn. Airlines have far too many aircrafts and have
grounded most of their fleets, forcing aircraft OEMs to lower
production rates and shut down capacity. Oil prices and leasing
rates have plummeted, further dampening demand for new
airplanes. As the pain trickles down, the lower tiers of the
supply chain will be hit especially hard. While most analysis
points to a recovery time frame is of 18 months to three years,
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they ignore several variables that could have a much deeper
effect on the future air traffic growth trajectory, like —
• Increased environmental pressure – Will governments
impose sustainability covenants on airlines as a condition for
their aid?
• Consumer behaviour – Will consumers travel as much, as far
& with the same level of tolerance for ‘poor’ service as before?
• Airline business models – Will low cost airlines continue
to push the sector toward commoditisation or will there be
a revival of a highly differentiated market? Will smaller
business aircrafts and jets, with limited seated capacity, be
a more preferred mode of transportation as opposed to
larger aircrafts? Will people prefer helicopters for shorter
duration flights?
Such variables could reverse the shape of the air traffic
growth curve from convex to concave as the long-term growth
rate slows down significantly. With a market possibly shrinking
by as much as 40% in the medium-term, the time has come for
all OEMs to reset their supply chain strategy and footprint.
This ebb tide has exposed the dated technology chains in our
industry, and these are not just information technology systems.
Every company operates on technology chains — a combined set
of approaches to deliver customer value. Look at three important
technology-chain elements – digital transformation, supply
chain and workforce of the future.
1. Digital transformation: It has been said that ‘data is the new
oil’, and yet the aerospace industry, as a whole, has been slow
to get the memo. Certainly, there have been some
advancements, including the widespread use of 3D Printing,
but overall, it has been slow to invest in digital transformations.
One area ripe for a digital upgrade is design and development
of new aircrafts. The industry should significantly reduce the
time to design a new aircraft by adopting enhanced data
analytics and Artificial Intelligence. There should also be
increased investment in greater automation and analytics in
operations, factory production, assembly and Maintenance
Repair and Overhaul (MRO).
2. Supply chain & Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO):
The aerospace supply chain lacks speed, agility and visibility.
True lead times are often in years. We have seen how this lack
of agility hindered the recent production ramp-up by extending
the schedule and creating bottlenecks. These dynamics create
challenges in scaling down and then ramping back up. For
supply chain management, blockchain is a promising
technology creating visibility through the entire ecosystem and
thereby, validating authenticity and identifying bottlenecks in
real-time. Blockchain also creates an individual digital twin of
each aircraft, including the life history of all its components.
The technology can help the industry steepen its technology
chain curve by improving predictive maintenance, safety &
reliability and improving MRO cost and performance.
3. Workforce: A digital value chain requires a digital workforce.
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The industry should significantly reduce
the time to design a new aircraft by
adopting enhanced data analytics and
Artificial Intelligence

Companies should invest in accelerating the workforce of the
future by creating a digital culture and training. The entire
workforce is affected by digital transformation and requires
new skills. COVID-19 will undoubtedly add layers of expense
around the workforce, including work continuity issues,
medical costs and implementation of health testing. To
counter these costs, productivity will need to increase. This
degree of change can be daunting and requires deliberate
change in management practices to create a pervasive and
lasting digital culture.

Steps to monetise on data
While industry leaders tackle this problem at a macro level,
several steps can be taken immediately to capitalise on the one
piece of the puzzle that’s readily available – data.

Smart data and manufacturing
The dynamics for aerospace manufacturing companies are
being transformed with the explosive forces of data, robotics,
automation and Artificial Intelligence among others.
Manufacturers and OEMs are producing more sophisticated
machines now with sensors that help in monitoring the
performance of these machines. Although there is a plethora of
use cases that can be readily deployed to adopt smart
manufacturing in the industry, the top contenders are:
• Fault prediction & preventive maintenance
Predictive maintenance is recognised by 66% of the airlines as
one of the most prominent new technologies to have entered
the market by 2020. Also, Big Data analytics is being used by
54% of the airlines to enhance MRO systems and almost 92%
plan to use their fleet data to improve health monitoring &
predictive MRO. Within aviation maintenance and
engineering, the aim of predictive maintenance is first to
predict when a component failure might occur and secondly,
to prevent the occurrence of the failure by performing
maintenance. Monitoring for future failure allows maintenance
to be planned before the failure occurs, thus it reduces
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unscheduled removals and avoids Aircraft-on-Ground (AOG)
• Demand forecasting and inventory management
Delivering a customer order on time is a priority for
aerospace manufacturers. Most of them depend on data
science for the demand and delivery of the products. Orders
are now based on strict timelines and supply chains, after the
introduction of just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing. Data
collected is now used by the manufacturers to manage their
inventories, optimise the supply chain, ensure the timely
delivery of goods and avoid errors in the form of overinventory and overproduction of goods.
• Supply chain optimisation
Managing the supply chain is complicated when compared to
the other risks. The data collected is used to manage various
data points like tariffs, shipping costs, fuel, pricing differences,
local weather, market scarcity, etc. By making use of the data
science models, manufacturers can predict market changes
and reduce associated risks & also turn high costs into savings.
• Robotics, automation and smart factory design
Pushing for automation means huge investments. System
integrators make use of data collected to create the right path
and ensure that the manufacturer’s investment is put to good
use. Data scientists work meticulously with engineers to find
the right means for cost savings. Manufacturers will be
investing millions in robotics and automation expecting an
ROI, which means they will implement Industry 4.0 technology
without any doubt.

Smart data for optimised manufacturing
Aerospace manufacturing is undergoing a sea of changes with
the pandemic forcing organisations to look at transforming
themselves at a rapid pace. Apart from foreseeing risks, market
demands and requirements, data analytics will ensure maintaining
the quality standards and metrics. Making use of smart data
techniques in manufacturing will help in predicting waste and
unforeseen problems. Analysing data will help in achieving the
business goals of aerospace manufacturers by spending lesser
time and money when compared to the past. ☐
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Busting the myths of digital transformation
©RapidValue Solutions

Today, digital transformation is imperative for all businesses, be it small or large. As
the world becomes increasingly digital, businesses need to learn how to remain
competitive and relevant in this new ecosystem. This article aims to answer some of
the common questions around digital transformation specifically for the business
leaders in the manufacturing industry and also debunks a few myths surrounding it.
Digital transformation has become one of the most used
buzzwords these days. However, many business leaders still
struggle with questions like – how do we achieve it? What are
the steps to transform? Is it really worth the efforts? Because of
the role that technology plays today in businesses’ ability to
evolve, business leaders must lead their organisations through
this era of digital transformation.

The myths surrounding digital transformation
The astonishing pace of change in the tech world is making
it difficult to clearly understand digitalisation and fully grasp its
implications in business. It has also led to several myths which
are not only misleading but damaging to the overall vision of an
organisation. Following are some of the most misleading ones,
which have to be invalidated before an effective strategy for
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digitising any enterprise can be developed.
Myth one: Digital disruption is bankrupting established
businesses.
Reality: For established businesses, which have been industry
leaders before the tech evolution and are still in a leading
position, the cautionary tale of Kodak’s bankruptcy is frequently
cited. Kodak failed to react to the disruptive impact of digital
photography. During 2015, around 70 start-ups achieved
unicorn status, attaining valuations of $1 billion or more.
Hundreds of start-ups are now attacking traditional markets.
This is a signal to the established businesses to act.
Myth two: Digital is a support function focused on achieving
marginal efficiencies.
Reality: Many businesses are moving beyond looking at
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technology as merely a supporting function and instead leveraging
it as an enabler of revenue generation. Companies which have
implemented digital technologies across their business have been
successful in not only improving efficiencies, but also enhancing
revenue sources and outperforming peers.
Myth three: Digital transformation is best suited for companies
with deep pockets.
Reality: All businesses fall into the radar of obsolescence without
digital technologies. Companies, irrespective of size, should start
analysing how best they can plan for accommodating digital
technologies instead of just keeping the lights on.
Myth four: ROI for digital transformation cannot be calculated.
Reality: The ROI calculation of digital transformation cannot be
justified by just using traditional methods. Digital transformation
might appear to be a bad investment if we only look at shortterm gains. The reality is that the investment in digital
transformation will bring in new revenue streams, restructure
costs and bring a lot of indirect/intangible efficiencies. Once an
organisation’s processes have been digitised, the transformation
and cost savings continue to increase, perpetually removing
inefficiencies and automating steps in the process throughout
the transformation journey.
Myth five: Digital is IT agenda.
Reality: Nothing can be far from reality as thinking about digital
as a standalone IT agenda without active business involvement.
The intersection of business and technology is the key to digital
transformation. There is no one approach for digital which can
work de facto for all organisations, which can be plugged &
played by the IT team alone.

Three areas of digital transformation
in manufacturing
Any transformation is successful only after a considerable
thought has gone into identifying appropriate transformation
areas and embracing a strategy where technology enhances
business and optimises costs. The entire journey can be divided
into three wide areas as below:
1) Legacy modernisation
Legacy systems are a single point of failure. They are not only
non-scalable but also have long development cycles.
Organisations need to take a hard look at their IT systems and
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conduct a thorough cost-benefit analysis to understand which
technologies are efficient and which are holding them back.
They can choose to tolerate, eliminate or modernise them
based on their modernisation drivers. Once the cost-benefit
analysis is completed, these drivers would influence their
priorities in the phase-wise modernisation journey.
2) Data unification
Many organisations today face the roadblock of data silos
when it comes to digital transformation. It is impossible to
draw meaningful insights and see the bigger picture unless all
data is linked and unified. Data unification is the first stepping
stone towards moving from a very reactive and intuitionbased decision-making system to a more proactive, even
predictive data-based decision-making system powered by AI.
3) Connected manufacturing
This is the stage where one enters a cyber-human space,
where devices become one’s employees. They work to
monitor status, analyse patterns and predict intelligent
insights for the business in real-time. Digital technology
solutions can help manufacturers become more responsive
and predictive than reactive by turning real-time data from
sensors and devices into actionable intelligence.

Top technologies driving connected manufacturing
• Humanised Big Data
Big Data with no context serves no purpose in the business
world, and the recent developments in the field to ‘humanise’ it
is helping business people derive relevant insights that affect
business in the real world
• Internet of Things (IoT)
In the manufacturing industry, businesses are leveraging IoT
for use cases like asset monitoring, real-time field service
management and more. With an upsurge of tech-friendly
‘things’, drop in costs of internet services and increase in data
generation, IoT is a much more attainable transformation than
it was a few years ago.
• Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
RPA can serve as a boon, reducing costs, cutting process
times and lowering operational risks. Also, processes which
are speed-sensitive and cross-functional can be automated
to increase accuracy. The manufacturing industry is
utilising RPA to its fullest for creating error-free and
streamlined processes, where smart leaders are embracing
it to enhance their productivity.
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Digital Transformation in Manufacturing

7

Key RPA intervention areas
across the value chain

Primary Activities

Support Activities

Key RPA intervention areas across the value chain
Administrative Finance Infrastructure

Use cases : Ledger management, BOM, logistics data
management

Human Resource Management

Use cases : Employee history verification, hiring,
onboarding, headcount reduction, payroll automation,
absence management

Product & Technology Development

Use cases : ERP Automation, data migration

Administrative Finance Infrastructure

Use cases : Requisition approval

Inbound Logistics

Use Cases:
Inventory
reordering,
procure to pay
process
automation,
vendor
management

Operation

Use Cases:
MRO
reordering

Sales & Marketing

Use Cases:
Quote to
cash process
automation,
logistics data
management

Outbound Logistics

Use Cases:
Invoice
management,
updating CRM

Value
Added
Post Sales

Less cost =
Profit margin

Use Cases:
email
automation,
customer
service

Machine Learning

• Machine Learning
3. Strong execution team
Machine Learning enables
software
applications
to
become
Digital transformation is a big opportunity and the very best
Possibly, the most amazing thing in the tech world right now is machine learning. Machine
increasingly accurate at predicting outcomes. Its applications
and brightest in a company should be a part of the core team
learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides your system the ability to
and platforms are helping manufacturers find new business
to exploit this opportunity. Once the core team is in place, it
automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed. It enables
models and optimise manufacturing operations to the shop
should be given some level of authority to make decisions.
software applications to become increasingly accurate in predicting outcomes. Machine learning
floor level. It is enabling improvements, like modest reductions
Here is where strong leadership and sponsorship needs to
applications and platforms are helping manufacturers find new business models, fine-tune product
in equipment failures and faster training times in the
come from the CIO or the CDO of the organisation.
quality,
and optimize manufacturing operations
tolean
the approach
shop floor level. It is enabling improvements
competitive world of industrial
robotics.
4. Agile and
like modest reductions in equipment failures,
better
on-time
deliveries,
improvements
in equipment,
Agile and lean project
management
methodologies
allow
and
faster
training
times
in
the
competitive
world
of
industrial
robotics.
managers to break work into more manageable, measurable
Critical success factors
pieces, making it possible to deliver faster with higher quality.
Businesses need to embrace digital technologies to survive in
As a result, more value can be added and waste can be
the new ecosystem. Below are a few critical success factors which
eliminated at different steps of transformation. This is a
would help them in this journey:
powerful combination for handling something as big as digital
1. Strategy formulation
transformation. Agile methodology can ensure company-wide
The first step to any success story is a well-thought,
process and methodological alignment. In terms of business
prioritised and viable strategy. When one gets into the
benefits, both provide increased flexibility, enhanced
phase of cost benefit analysis and takes a hard look at all the
transparency and decreased risk of missed objectives.
business processes, it may occur to him/her that there is a
lot to be done. It could become overwhelming and many Develop a successful transformation roadmap
people stop their effort at that point. The only way to turn
Digital transformation is changing the way business is done
it into an efficient roadmap for the organisation is to
prioritise. This requires a deep understanding of what the in every sector of the economy. Businesses will need to transform
organisation stands for and what are the top business issues themselves into digital enterprises to thrive, and this
transformation will need to be far more profound than merely
it is dealing with today.
investing in the latest technology. Few companies need it for
2. Phase-wise journey with small wins
Digital transformation is an ongoing process, which requires survival, and while others may not go bankrupt without these,
adjustments to maintain success. Hence, it is important to they will have to settle for a low margin model for their business.
have a phase-wise approach towards digital transformation to Business leaders must debunk the myths in the industry and
give customers, stakeholders and employees to adapt. Small learn about the technologies, thereby helping organisations to
wins keep people excited about the changes and show value ride this tide and develop a successful transformation roadmap
©RapidValue Solutions
earlier in the transformation cycle. Deep change across to develop a competitive edge. This may be a daunting task, but
process, people and culture is necessary to get the most out of the time to start is right now. ☐
digital transformation and hence, it won’t happen overnight. Courtesy: RapidValue Solutions
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Tool grinding shop simplifies the cutting edge
United grinding, in a manufacturing revolutionising move, introduced its CNC grinder
line, Walter, to the Ceratizit Tools shop floor. Not only did it garner a quick reputation
for increasing productivity with precision, it also became an incredibly well-received
product line of United Grinding amongst private label companies. This case study
explores how various tools machines from United Grinding helped Ceratizit Tools to
achieve its philosophy of putting quality first whilst bringing ease of production to shop
floor operators.
Ceratizit Tools in Rancho Cordova, California, considered
the advancement from manual to CNC tool grinding equipment
a big deal, until the shop took its most recent major step forward
concerning manufacturing technology. Ceratizit simultaneously
incorporated several advanced tool measurement systems that
catapulted the shop’s quality assurance and overall production to
new levels. The first carbide roughing tool the shop designed and
produced was like nothing else in the market. Competitors’
carbide end mills were all based on old high-speed milling designs
with standard 30-degree cutting angles, while Ceratizit carbide
roughing tools introduced European geometries to the highperformance cutting tool market.

Manual to machine-driven
To produce its innovative cutting tools, Ceratizit looked for
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latest grinding technologies, and at that time, CNC grinder
technology had begun to revolutionise manufacturing. When
the shop installed its first CNC grinder, the machine quickly
garnered a reputation on the shop floor for accuracy and
productivity. Even the shop’s manual grinding machine
operators were amazed at the newfound ability to walk away
from a machine as it ran a pre-set program.
That shop’s first CNC grinder was a Walter from United
Grinding, and it helped Ceratizit grow its line of solid-carbide
end mills that soon caught the attention of a private label
company. It wanted the shop to develop and supply a brandnew line of cutting tools for them, with projections of about
$750,000 worth of production needed in the first year to meet
the initial demand. The tools were incredibly well received.
Orders in the first year were double that of the projections. One
CNC machine was simply unable to keep up with the
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skyrocketing demand, so Ceratizit returned to its trusted
grinding technology supplier and acquired a second Walter
machine from United Grinding. Over time, Ceratizit continued
to add Walter machines to its line up, and today, the shop’s
floor is home to a total of 22 Walter systems, including the
Helitronic Power, Mini Power and Mini Automation grinders.
But its most recent and boldest technology acquisition to date
was a single order of seven highly advanced Walter Helicheck
optical CNC tool measuring systems.

Quality priority for smoother connections
The Helichecks support Ceratizit’s goal and manufacturing
philosophy of always putting quality above all else. Prior to the
advanced tool measurement technology, the shop measured
manually and used comparators — a system that offered limited
quality certification and traceability — to check its finished
parts. “When Helicheck measurement systems first came on the
market, we quickly realised the advantages of the new technology
and incorporated it into our production process,” said Mark
Albertson, Production Manager, Ceratizit Tools. “With

Helichecks’ precision and flexibility, we can guarantee the
quality of our entire range of cutting tools along with the
complete portfolio of our other products,” he added.
Trust and support also sold Ceratizit on Walter’s
measurement technology. Through its long-standing
relationship with United Grinding, the shop knows its supplier
solves problems immediately when they arise. Ceratizit works
closely with Stefan Krannitz, Measuring Product Specialist,
United Grinding; Andrew Walenta, Application Engineer,
United Grinding and Ulrich Brändle, Product Manager
Metrology, Walter. “We are manufacturing the best tools and
the best products, and to do that we need the best equipment,”
commented Albertson. “We keep going back to United Grinding
because they are a premium supplier. Their machines are wellengineered and well-designed,” he added.
Of the recent Helicheck acquisitions, the shop uses four
Helicheck Pro systems and two Helicheck Plus 4-axis CNC
measuring machines with standard 400 power cameras. Ceratizit’s
final new Helicheck Plus features powerful, sophisticated camera
technology, making it the most advanced of the group. The
company uses the Helicheck Plus, equipped with a 1000 power
Advt
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With Helitronic Tool Studio, employees perfect
tool programs from start to finish directly at
their computers, and the shop is only limited
by the imaginations of its designers

CER camera, to measure its micro tools and edge-prepped tools.
The machine also ensures that the finished cutting tool diameters
are exactly within the specification. With a special reflected light
unit and diffuser, the system measures even the smallest of details.
During its edge prep process, Ceratizit removes small amounts of
raw material from cutting tool edges and imparts slight radii on
them. After the process, tools make smoother connections with
workpiece surfaces, resulting in higher part quality and better
surface finishes.

Automation maximising production
Ceratizit’s seven Helicheck measurement systems operate
autonomously. An operator loads the tool and walks away while
the Helicheck performs the measurement process. This autonomy
allows the shop’s employees to be more productive. To further
increase productivity, Ceratizit also incorporated an automatic
loading machine, which they consider to be an important
advancement. With automation, an employee does not have to
constantly stand in front of a machine to load parts. The company
runs as many of its 45 machines as possible over night to maximise
the output of its 75 employees during their two shifts. Walter’s
grinding technologies boost Ceratizit’s lights-out operations
because of their closed-loop, self-correction capabilities. Probes
on the grinders check part geometries and provide feedback to
the machine. The machine, in turn, uses the feedback to correct
its program in the middle of a run without the need for operator
input. This allows the shop to run a larger variety of parts
unattended. Thanks to the advanced Walter equipment, the shop
can run parts lights out with loose tolerances — where grinders
need no adjustments over the course of a long run — as well as
run those parts with extremely tight tolerances. In lights-out
operations, a single Walter grinder can crank out 240 half inchdiameter Ceratizit cutting tools per day.
Another essential feature of Walter’s grinding technology is
its Helitronic Tool Studio CAD/CAM software that lets shops,
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such as Ceratizit, generate a wide variety of cutting tool types
with the aid of its input assistance wizard. The programmer
inputs a few pieces of geometry data and a stored database
completes any missing data to form a complete part creation
program. The 3D live simulation feature then displays an exact
graphic representation of the tool to be created. Before
Helitronic Tool Studio, Ceratizit would spend days trying to
design a tool at the machine with special plastic and paper
prototypes that simulated diamond wheels and carbide. Now,
employees perfect tool programs from start to finish directly at
their computers, and the shop is only limited by the imaginations
of its designers. “Our software from United Grinding is integral
to the redesign process,” said Albertson. “We alter the designs
digitally and let the software prove the concept before we use
time and resources for prototype creation. Without the software,
we would spend weeks in front of the machine to determine
what design changes can and cannot be achieved.”

Integrated production process
In addition to an expanded product line, the future of Ceratizit
lies with adoption of intelligent manufacturing concepts, like
Industry 4.0 and the advancement of the Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT). Currently, five out of seven of the company’s
Helicheck systems are connected together and networked to a
central database. The shop has connected workstations in its
engineering and design department to that database, so engineers
can instantaneously access programs and reports from its
Helicheck measurement machines. This connectivity increases
efficiency and provides the shop with a wealth of data to improve
its production processes. “Tool measurement and integration of
IIoT is the future of tool making,” said Krannitz. “Ceratizit is on
the cutting edge of these developments, and the shop has made an
investment that prepares it for the next manufacturing
revolution,” he concluded. ☐
Courtesy: UNITED GRINDING North America
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Simulation for innovative
and efficient manufacturing
Simulation is a highly useful and worthy work tool in manufacturing. Its use has allowed
manufacturers to decentralise the whole procedure of manufacturing and also provided
them with access to real-time information exchange involving the stages of product
manufacture life cycle. This article discusses how simulation processes have nowadays
become an integrated critical path in the advance manufacturing
engineering processes in a majority of the OEMs, how the use of
Rafiq Somani,
simulation technology in manufacturing is not only limited to
Area Vice President –
India & South Asia Pacific,
Ansys
metals and the benefits of metal AM over traditional manufacturing.
Manufacturing is the backbone of any economy as it generates
more economic activity than any other sector. This process of
converting raw materials, components or parts into finished
goods, that meet certain expectations or specifications, though
crucial, can be very expensive in the overall production process.
The advantages of numerical simulation in the product
design cycle across industries is a standard practice now.
Numerical simulation software helps predict the behaviour and
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life of the final product under various operating conditions in a
virtual environment, even before the product begins to exist in
the real world. This helps industries to virtually evaluate different
design concepts and select the optimal design.

Accurately predicting stresses and deformations
Conventional manufacturing processes require significant
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investments upfront in terms of getting tools, fixtures, dies and
more. The finer details of these tools are what decide the quality
parameters. These manufacturing processes leave considerable
residual stress in the manufactured goods, and the residual stress
plays a critical role in crack initiation, propagation and the
overall life of the manufactured part when put under service.
Simulation software accurately predicts the stresses and
deformations experienced by the metal during manufacturing
and service to determine if it will fail.
Simulation software providers do many independent
benchmarks and evaluations against experimental measurements,
such as forming of an automotive deck lid inner panel benchmark
to making sure their virtual environment is suitable to drive
industrial manufacturing engineering and production. Simulation
processes have nowadays become an integrated critical path in
advance manufacturing engineering processes in a majority of
the OEMs and their cost-efficient suppliers.

Simulating processing of non-metallic materials
Computer-based simulation allows engineers to predict
things, like wrinkling, cracking and lifespan, even without
touching the material. This allows manufacturers to try out
various tool designs and choose the optimum one before
finalising the tool drawings.
The use of simulation technology in manufacturing is not
only limited to metals. Simulation software that involves powerful
fluid dynamics physics helps to simulate the processing of even
non-metallic materials, such as polymers, glass and even food
that exhibits complex non-linear behaviour while being
processed. Robust simulation solvers, with appropriate material
models, have the capability to accurately capture flow domain
deformations. Companies in the polymer processing industries
around the world reduce manufacturing risk by employing
simulation software as an integral part of their product design
and optimisation process. They use this verified technology to
optimise processes, like extrusion, thermoforming, blow
moulding, glass forming, fibre drawing and concrete shaping.
Using simulation helps engineers to take corrective action at the
design or manufacturing phase, or even both phases, to quickly
and cost-effectively design lighter packaging with better
performance by accurately assessing the material’s performance
well before manufacturing. By reducing the number of trial-and-
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error prototypes, simulation can save hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually in designing PVC extrusion dies.

Revealing optimisation opportunities
When engineers start designing a product, the task is not
limited to the initial design only. In order to compete in the
market, engineers have to also improve the performance and
reduce the cost and the lead time to market. Whether it is
minimising the pressure drop or increasing the fatigue life,
engineers have to alter the initial design to improve performance
or reduce the cost.
Performing shape or topology optimisation on any product
can be challenging, especially as components get more complex.
Simulation has the ability to reveal optimisation opportunities
that even experienced engineering analysts can miss. A single
simulation gives an indication of how a design performs under
ideal circumstances, but a six-sigma analysis investigates the
range of performance as the manufacturing tolerances and
operating parameters vary. In many cases, this can reveal
significant design sensitivities or flaws that may have been
missed by the simulation.

Topology Optimisation technology
Unless it has been topologically optimised, every part in an
assembly probably weighs more than it needs to. Extra weight
means excess materials are being used and shipping the part
costs more. Now, with Topology Optimisation technology,
simulation software gives one the tools one needs to design
durable, lightweight components for any application and
opening new possibilities. The optimal shape of a part is often
organic and counterintuitive, so designing it requires a different
approach. Topology optimisation lets one specify where the
supports and loads are located on a volume of material and lets
the software find the best shape.
Though the Topology Optimisation technology is a couple
of decades old, it has not attracted the attention of the
manufacturing industry mostly due to the impracticability of
manufacturing random shapes that come out of optimisation
studies using conventional manufacturing techniques. The
innovation of 3D Printing has changed the design landscape by
making it possible to build virtually any shape, without any
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Manufacturing simulation
process of polymers

regard for design for manufacturability rules.
Simulation enables designers with the tool they need to
take full advantage of automated topology optimisation
integrated with its full suite of multi-physics software. The
latest topology optimiser dramatically reduces the engineering
cost and lead time required to design a new generation of parts
or products that are optimised to reduce the weight and
manufacturing cost, while delivering the same or even better
performance as the current generation.

The benefits of metal AM
Additive Manufacturing (AM) has been rapidly gaining
popularity as a true manufacturing process in recent years. In the
AM process, a digital data file is transmitted to a production
machine, which ultimately translates an engineering design into
a 3D printed part. Initially, AM was utilised as a rapid prototyping
method — an accelerated method to create (mostly plastic) parts,
before manufacturing by well-accepted methodologies, such as
injection molding, casting, forming, joining, etc.
Metal AM offers several benefits over traditional
manufacturing. It creates parts and structures that are
impossible to manufacture with traditional methods, like
parts with intricate internal structures or complex organic
shapes. A single AM-generated part can replace an entire
multi-part assembly. Also, through AM, these parts may be
designed and produced for better performance and with more
efficient use of materials. AM also helps in manufacturing
replacement metal parts on demand, without the need for an
entire factory and multiple machines. It helps in producing
novel materials with unique properties. Apart from these, AM
can help in replacing worn out or broken parts that are no
longer manufactured, as deposition processes enable new
functionality to be built on top of existing parts, opening up
new opportunities for the remanufacturing of components.
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Challenges with the AM process
The major challenges with the AM process are the
optimisation of print process parameters of the machine, finding
suitable orientation to reduce support material, reduce distortion
and cracking induced by residual stress built up due to steep
thermal gradients.
Using the complete simulation workflow for AM allows to
reduce physical trial-and-error experiments and mitigate
uncertainty. It also reduces design distortion and compensated
geometries for more accurate printing, acceleration of production,
gaining confidence in prices quoted to customers and reduces
build failures. The days are not far away when one orders a spare
part from an OEM abroad and instead of the physical part being
shipped, a 3D Printing process simulation is carried out and an
email is sent with an attachment, which one can print at an
authorised 3D Printing centre locally.

Simulation – An effective tool for
efficient manufacturing
A unified simulation platform leverages the parametric
and persistent power of software engineering for multiphysics
analyses, so one can efficiently explore, understand and
optimise the design & manufacturing process. A sophisticated
simulation platform allows the integration of different aspects
of the product life cycle, such as exploring alternative
materials at lower cost, low carbon footprints without any
compromise in strength and performance from a vast
collection of material data bases. Leading simulation platform
providers also allow integrating their state-of-the art
simulation technology with other PLM & PDM, digital
business service vendors to facilitate Industry 4.0 digital
factory. This is how simulation is an effective tool for
innovative and efficient manufacturing. ☐
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Indian automotive industry benefitting
from boom in surface treatment
Advanced surface treatment serves various purposes and has the potential to amplify functional
and utilitarian purposes of the automotive industry. The surface treatment industry has been on
the road to growth since a long time but has seen a comparable spike since 2019. The following
article explores the demand & growth factor from the automotive industry
and how India can emerge as the leader in the surface treatment industry
Jayant Joshi,
Managing Director,
RS India
during the present time, where China & USA are suffering due to COVID-19.
Advanced surface treatments are used more in daily
manufacturing of parts for the automotive industry to serve
functional or utilitarian purposes. Recent reports have revealed
that there is an unexpected growth that is anticipated in the
automotive surface treatment in the coming years. The growth
had already begun in 2019 and is said to continue in the future.
Higher specific loads (thermal, mechanical, etc), weight &
friction reduction, longer components life and improved
corrosion resistance – with reduced sludge and other
environmental hazards and with reduced energy & water
consumption in comparatively fewer process steps – are
demanded for modern automotive systems. The automotive
surface treatment segment includes major competitors, such as
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the USA, Europe, Japan, China, India and South East Asia. The
types of products that are manufactured in these areas are – antirust oil treatment, electric galvanised, spraying etc.

Surface treatment in automotive
Surface treatment is a generic term used for physical or
chemical job procedures in which damaged or replaced body
panel is repaired or renovated for successful implementation of
surface coating. It majorly influences the printing quality.
Surface quality usually involves five procedures – accessing the
damaged zone, removing old/damaged coating, sanding the
feather edges, cleaning, degreasing and applying epoxy primer.
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Factors like MoUs, joint ventures, expansions, product
launches, acquisitions, partnerships, etc have played a role in the
boom of the automotive surface treatment industry, and big
companies have used it to their advantage. The global market is
highly split and companies from around the world are trying to
make the most of the surface treatment in one of the biggest
industries in the world, which is the automotive. Surface
treatment services in the automotive sector include work in
passenger cars and commercial vehicles. This treatment is of
great importance as it provides certainly better mechanical
properties (hardness, wear and fatigue resistance) and corrosion
resistance of the surface of the treated parts.
India is the fourth largest player when it comes to the
automotive industry and is regularly providing new opportunities
for the surface treatment industries. Keeping in consideration
the recent market boost, Indian companies working in surface
treatment are set to acquire great profits. With many international
companies manufacturing vehicles in India and with the
upcoming growth in electrical vehicles, surface treatments will
be required more, not just by Indian companies but also with
international companies, such as Hyundai, Skoda, Audi etc.
Surface treatment is also important, as with this process one gets
improved quality products and it becomes easier to gain the trust
of the customers. Surface treatment offers efficient, reliable,
innovative and sustainable equipment.

Present growth & future profitability
For RS India, the automotive industry has been an interesting
and ongoing area of study and interest. Earlier, the surface
treatment industry wasn’t very prominent, but recently, with
industries becoming more particular about the quality and
consistency of the products they manufacture, surface treatment
has come to light. With the ongoing growth in the industry and
with more opportunities coming our way in surface treatment,
the industry is going to have a good time and become more
prominent. New ventures are being started and companies are
adopting new technologies to grow the reach and abilities of
surface treatment services.
Investments have also increased in the past few years, and
companies both, in India and abroad, are getting into
international partnerships and ventures to increase the business.
New technologies are being introduced and with new
advancements, the industry is reaching new heights by providing
better quality and better services. Commercialisation on the
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other hand, is also increasing over time, and is set to benefit the
industry in the coming years by bringing it to everyone’s
attention. More attention towards the industry will also increase
profitability, benefitting local companies to grow beyond
expectations. Plus, the market is also set to expand and become
more welcoming to local companies. The process we are
discussing of surface treatment is benefitting by modifying the
surfaces when it comes in interaction. This is the principle that
is being used to clean and activate them.
In India, we can continue to expand our operations and
missions globally. With skilled workforce, we can also engineer
manufacturing innovation from concept to implementation. A
global customer base demands great breadth of knowledge,
expert consultation and product versatility.

Opportunities for India during COVID-19
While major competitors, like China and the USA have been
affected drastically by the COVID-19 outbreak, it’s a golden time
for Indian companies to make the most of this opportunity. They
can easily benefit from the current situation and ongoing boom
in this automobile industry and bring in profits by expanding
their reach to international companies after the situation of the
adverse pandemic gets in control. India has the advantage of
being home to lacs of skilled workers; companies can hire such
workers and can get the work done by professional and
experienced people. Surface modifications of fillers have resulted
in better mechanical properties for their composites as compared
with untreated ones. SEM micrographs revealed that surface
treated rein forcers dispersed more homogeneously than
untreated fillers. Results confirmed that surface modifications
have improved the adhesion of fillers.
Since these new treatments are becoming common in
powertrain and engine applications, generating optimised
surfaces for different types of substrate materials (e.g. Alalloys, case hardened steels, etc) and geometries (e.g. bores)
also impacts the running costs. Due to the new developments
within these competing surface treatments, it becomes
advisable to substitute traditional treatments with advanced
automated treatments. This advanced technological process
will be highly demanded as it can form a dense structure with
good physical properties, by providing superior surface finish,
thereby, allowing India to rise as a strong player in the surface
treatment industry and change the market dimensions
through its workforce. ☐
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1

company purposely designs contemporary safeguarding
and automation controls into all of its machines to help its
customers achieve significant productivity gains.
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burden on productivity. However, research by the Aberdeen
Group has repeatedly found that top performing companies,
defined as the top 20% of aggregate performance scorers,
outperform their average-class counterparts in key areas of both
safety and productivity, including:
• 5-7% higher OEE
• 2-4% less unscheduled downtime
• Less than half the injury rate
• Far fewer workplace incidents (1 in 2000 employees vs
1 in 111)
These results show that safety need not be a burden. So, what
are these companies doing differently to achieve world-class
safety and operational excellence? While each may have its own
unique approach, they do share common best practices that can
be grouped into three core safety pillars:
1. Culture (behavioural)
2. Compliance (procedural)
3. Capital (technical)
Each of these pillars is equally critical and interdependent on
the other two. By them to their fullest, machine builders can bring
best-in-class safety to their own operations and to those of their
customers anywhere in the world.
1. Culture
Machine builders with a strong safety culture do more than
make safety compliance a priority. They make it a core value
and a differentiating and competitive part of the value
proposition to their customers. This requires that every
employee have a shared appreciation for industrial safety – from
the executives responsible for promoting a world-class safety
culture to the engineers responsible for designing safetycompliant machines. It also requires that employees never
ignore proper safety practices, either in their workplace or in
their machine designs & procedures.
Striving for continuous improvement is also integral for a
best-in-class safety culture. After all, machine builders can’t
expect to deliver the best safety performance to their
customers if they’re not always seeking to become better in
that area themselves.
Some questions to help gauge safety culture include:
• Is safety a core company value and prominent part of
strategic plans?
• Is safety essential to the customer value proposition?
• Do leaders and managers actively work to improve safety
in the production and value of machinery?
• Is safety performance ever sacrificed in machine designs,
such as for regions, where compliance requirements are
less demanding?
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• Are employees rewarded for safety improvements and
competency?
• Are field workers trained to manage the safety systems in
their machines?
• Do company leaders and employees coach customers
about the value of safety?
• Do all employees really ‘own’ safety? Not just for
themselves, but for their co-workers?
2. Compliance
Machine builders should establish standard processes to
meet rigorous machine safety standards and maximise
productivity. These processes should take into account the
expectations of machinery operators, service technicians and
others that will come into contact with the machine.
For example, a bolt-on safeguard could be fixed over a
hazardous spinning blade on a machine. But if workers need to
clean that blade on a daily basis, they may look for a workaround,
such as permanently removing the guard or reducing the guard
fasteners. This would expose workers to the hazard and thus,
negate the safeguard. Therefore, a more flexible and user-friendly
solution is warranted.
The Functional Safety Life Cycle, defined in IEC 61508 and
62061, provides a systematic approach to compliance that is
universal and globally accepted. It involves first conducting a
documented risk assessment to identify hazards and estimate
probability of an incident and severity of harm. Then it involves
designing a safety system that helps mitigate those hazards,
achieve compliance and improve productivity by making tasks
easier and safer to perform. The goal is to design safety solutions
that do not inhibit efficiencies while still attaining an acceptable
reduction of risks.
3. Capital
Contemporary machine safety technologies and techniques
can help optimise both, safety and productivity.
• Integrated safety controllers combine safety, discrete,
motion, drive and process control into one system. They
also can be connected to plant-wide information systems to
give end-users insights into safety and productivity metrics.
• Alternative protective measures, such as safe-speed
monitoring and zone control, can be used in place of
lockout/tagout for routine and integral tasks. These
strategies can enhance how end-users interact with a
machine by allowing them to make minor adjustments or
service a machine while it is in a safer state. This can help
reduce incentive to bypass safeguards for productivity.
• Optimising safety and productivity in Beverage Equipment
Bevcorp is a supplier of filling and blending equipment and
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procedure for the sake of efficiency or convenience.
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techniques to optimize safety.

SMI 2
Safety Maturity Index™
for machine builders

Customer
Value
SMI 4

Standard processes established
to design worker safety and
productivity into each machine
for shipment throughout the
globe.

Legal
Compliance
SMI 2

Safety is a necessity – to meet
compliance requirements.

Standard processes established
to meet minimum legal
requirements.

Use of basic safety
technologies & techniques.

SMI 1

BEHAVIORAL

Minimizing
Costs
SMI 1

Safety is minimized – it could
increase cost and complexity.

Build to customer specifications.
Safety given no particular priority.

Incomplete or improper use
of safety technologies.

services for the beverage industry. The company purposely
designs contemporary safeguarding and automation
controls into all of its machines to help its customers achieve
significant productivity gains.
For example, by integrating a machine’s safeguarding system
and electronic bowl-level controls, the company eliminates the
need for end-users to shut down the machine for manual
adjustments. On average, Bevcorp estimates this helps reduce
product changeover downtime by 30%.
“Bevcorp believes that it is important to design safety into
every machine to help keep people safe, while also improving
plant productivity and adding business value,” said a manager of
engineering and R&D at Bevcorp.

Meeting the needs of a changing workforce
Machinery must be designed for a more diverse workforce.
Older workers generally require less strenuous interactions with
machineries, including reduced bending, lifting & twisting and
fewer repetitive actions. Younger, less experienced workers
require more passive safety systems, which automatically perform
functions with little or no effort required by a worker. This can
help mitigate risks of inexperience or inappropriate actions, such
as placing a hand in a hazardous position.
Safety and productivity should be optimised with these
considerations in mind:
• Hazard assessments should take into account ergonomic
and usability issues for a broad range of workers. For
example, do operators need to lift materials or could that be
avoided by changing a machine or process design?
• Contemporary safety systems are safer and easier to use than
legacy systems. They can improve ergonomics and reduce
the probability that workers will override the systems and
put themselves at risk.
• Design strategies, such as safe-speed monitoring and zone
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Use of contemporary safety
technologies & techniques
to optimize safety and
productivity.

control, can provide alternative protective measures to
lockout/tagout procedures. This helps reduce physical
demands put on workers and helps keep a machine running
longer for improved productivity. It also helps reduce any
‘designed-in’ incentive to bypass a safety system or
procedure for the sake of efficiency or convenience.

Measuring the three Cs of safety
Rockwell Automation has developed the Safety Maturity
Index™ for machine builders tool to help them improve their
standing in the three pillars of safety. The tool aligns with the
Safety Maturity Index tool designed for end-users. By
answering a series of questions, companies can see where they
fall within the four levels of maturity based on what factors are
driving equipment design goals:
• SMI 4: Customer value
• SMI 3: Operator safety
• SMI 2: Legal compliance
• SMI 1: Minimising costs

Safety as a competitive differentiator
Best-in-class safety requires achieving peak performance in
all three pillars – safety culture, compliance processes &
procedures and capital investments in the proper application of
contemporary safety technologies.
Machine builders that accomplish this can offer the value
proposition of optimised safety and productivity in their products.
And they can meet the needs of global customers with high value
and globally compliant machineries. They also can create new
revenue streams leveraging their safety expertise, such as with
risk assessments, education and training services or with safetysystem retrofits on older legacy machines. ☐
Courtesy: Rockwell Automation
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Multi-material drill

Inline print inspection system

Sandvik Coromant recently launched the latest addition to its CoroDrill® 860
range, which has an advanced -GM geometry that offers high-performance
drilling across wide range of materials and
applications as well as significantly improved
tool life. The new drill features a new grade,
innovative flute design with a multi-layer
Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) coating on
the drill tip. The results are improved drilling
capabilities across a range of materials and
applications — including general engineering
CoroDrill ® 860 -GM
and automotive — and has a much greater
tool life than its predecessor, the R840. One of
the most innovative qualities of the drill is its advanced geometry, with the
double margin adding stability, increased core strength and reinforced corners,
all of which contribute to process security and finished hole quality. The flute is
highly polished, which helps improve chip evacuation and reduces heat buildup during the drilling process. The advanced geometry of the CoroDrill 860-GM
makes it ideal for use with a variety of materials, including steel, stainless steel,
cast iron and hardened metals. It also performs competitively with non-ferrous
metals, such as copper, aluminium and heat resistant super alloys.

Isra Vision recently offered cutting-edge technology for continuous quality
and process control of the printed image on corrugated board surfaces with its
100% inline inspection system, CartonSTAR. It
detects all relevant defects on the printed
surface and utilises sophisticated ‘defect
classifiers’ to precisely identify abnormalities
independent of substrate imperfections
resulting in a defect-free product for most
demanding customers. Since the system is able
to focus on actual defects, it helps achieve
higher production throughputs. The CartonSTAR
system can be tailored to accommodate the
CartonSTAR
most challenging printing tasks. Even holograms
can be inspected. With its compact design, it
easily integrates into most printing presses and die-cutters. It can provide
communication for defective sheet ejection, conserving resources and saving
costs in the production process while also giving the operator peace of mind
that only defect-free product is on its way to customers. In addition, the
system reporting tool registers all incidents and presents them in a clear,
concise defect report for distribution to the quality department & the customer.

Sandvik Coromant | United Kingdom
Email: nikki.stokes@sandvik.com | Tel: +44-0-121-504 5422

ISRA VISION AG | Deutschland
Email: info@isravision.com | Tel: +49-6151-948-0

Permanent lubricant for chain drive

Laser triangulation sensors

iwis Engine Systems recently extended its chain-related portfolio to include
a new, service-oriented product, the new CLA system (CLA stands for Chain
Lubrication Application), which
permanently delivers lubricant to
the chain drive and other
components, and in this way, it
ensures a long chain service life
economically, cleanly and with
absolute precision. The CLA
pumps
can
be
operated
Dual composition of CLA lubrication system separately with time control or
can be simply integrated in the
machine’s PLC. The compact size simplifies the task of retrofitting the
device in existing plant and machinery. Thanks to a pump pressure of up to
70 bars, the distributors are able to supply as many as 16 lubrication points
with sufficient oil, without contaminating the environment and wasting
valuable lubricant. The special applicators, which are made from PU foam,
are extremely robust and are available in many variants, including custom
designs. These applicators act as a reservoir via which small quantities of
lubricant are continuously delivered to the employed chain drive at the
precise locations where it is actually needed.

Micro-Epsilon recently set a new standard for displacement and distance
measurements with the help of the optoNCDT 1220, 1320 and 1420 laser
triangulation sensors. The latest optoNCDT 1220 model offers both excellent
price/performance ratio and extremely high
measurement accuracy. It is particularly
suitable for displacement and distance
measurements in OEM projects and series
applications in automation technology. It
provides high precision measurement
results with a measuring rate of 1 kHz. The
OptoNCDT 1220, 1320 & 1420
Active Surface Compensation feature
laser triangulation sensors
enables reliable control of the distance
signal, regardless of target colour or
brightness. Immediately ready to use, the sensor can be easily integrated,
without having to make any further settings. The optoNCDT 1320 and 1420 are
compact, smart and precise. These sensors detect displacement, distance and
position on a non-contact, wear-free basis. The extremely small laser spot size,
which is focused through an optical system to a very small diameter, enables
the measurement of extremely fine details. The compact sensor design allows
the laser sensors to be installed in restricted spaces. In addition, the integrated
evaluation electronics is space-saving and simplifies cabling.

iwis Engine Systems India | Pune
Email: Lokesh.Kirange@iwis.com | Tel: +91-70309 22297
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Tribo-polymer plain bearings
igus recently expanded its plain bearing range with the very abrasionresistant material, iglidur E7.
With specifications, such as low coefficient of friction and excellent
vibration dampening, the tribo-polymer
iglidur E7 has already proven its
strengths in the sliding elements of the
drylin linear technology and dryspin
lead screw nuts from the company. It
has already proven itself in many
applications, such as camera lenses,
train doors and even 3D printers. Now,
E7 is also included in the plain bearings
catalogue range, which allows users to
benefit from iglidur E7 mechanisms,
with rotating or pivoting movements. iglidur E7 tribo-polymer
The iglidur E7 is specifically designed
for low to medium loads in pivoting movements and withstands surface
pressures of up to 18 MPa in motion. Due to the very low coefficient of
fraction of the iglidur E7, the drive energy is reduced, saving costs for
the user.

All iglidur materials are tested by the company in its own 3800
square metre test laboratory in more than 15000 application-related
tests per year. The collected findings are incorporated in the online
selection aids, such as the iglidur
expert. In the test laboratory, iglidur E7
was impressive in the pivot test at a
speed of 0.01m/s and a load of 1MPa
on all shafts with a very low coefficient
of wear of 0.3 to 0.8. Currently, the
iglidur E7 is available as a plain bearing
in 12 standard dimensions. Further,
dimensions and customised designs,
according to customer specifications,
are available on request. Even special
parts can be produced by injection
moulding from tools made in the
conventional or print2mold method as well as from the appropriate
bar stock.
Hence, the low coefficient of friction of the material ensures smooth
movements, reduces the required drive energy & saves additional costs.
igus India | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-93411 36381

Mechatronic rotary modules

Advt

Schunk Intec recently launched a new generation of universally applicable
mechatronic rotary modules with the ERT rotary unit for compact space
requirements. It is wear- and maintenance-free, flexible & precise, and allows
dynamic rotational movements. The flat, high-performance module is based
on a permanently energised torque
motor and is equipped with an
absolute encoder. No reference run is
required, and the unit ensures an
immediate repeat accuracy of 0.01°,
quick response times and high
torques. A large-dimensioned centre
bore allows cables and hoses to be ERT rotary unit
fed through or even enables the
deployment of a camera. In the first step, the versatile module will be available
at the beginning of 2020 in sizes 12, 50 and 300, with nominal torques of 1.2
Nm, 5 Nm and 30 Nm, outside diameters of 120 mm, 167 mm and 277 mm
and maximum admissible mass moments of inertia of 0.0021 kgm2, 0.2 kgm2
and 4.5 kgm2. The module is supplied with power and controlled via standard
connectors (M12/M17). Optionally, they are also available with an electric
brake, which is actuated over the controller and reliably maintains the position
in downtime, even if an external force is acting on it.
Schunk Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-405 38999
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• High Lubricity and low consumption
due to extremely good run-off
• Based on renewable resources,
mineral oil-free
• Multifunctional use as machining oil, hydraulic
oil, two component metalworking fluid and
cleaner
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